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Use this checklist when listening to beginning and emergent
readers. Connect with parents to let them know what strategies
you are seeing students practice while in school. The half-sheet
size is perfect for feeling like a “note”
and there is space for your additional comments!
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Check out guided reading products by KindergartenWorks
that features these same strategies with
posters, cards and parent explanations.
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WANT TO TEACH THESE STRATEGIES MORE?

During reading today, my teacher saw me use these
strategies:
touch words to keep track and
check my reading
use the beginning sound(s)

Cat

find bits and then use them to sound out

cat

sound out the entire word (3-4 letters)
chunking the beginning and ending of long words

look at the picture

?

think what makes sense based
on what I’ve seen/read in the book
or know

Something else:

What strategy should I practice more?
?

cat

Cat
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